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The present invention relates to the combustion of fuel, 
and more particularly to a method of burning a low heat 
content fuel. 
The combustion of gases containing small amounts of 

combustible matter has proven difficult in the past. Many 
of these low heat content gases do not contain Sufficient 
combustible matter for self-sustaining coinbustion, and 
ave heretofore been burned in combination with high 

heat content fuels whereby the combustion Zone for the 
combined fuels was maintained at a Sufficient temperature 
to burn the combustible content of the icw heat content 
fuel. in burning such fisis in combination, it is highly 
desirable to substantially complete the combustion of the 
high heat content fuel before mixing the hot products of 
combustica with the low heat content fuel to ignite and 
burn the latter. Complete combustion of both fuels can 
be accomplished, however, by burning the high heat con 
tent fuel in a separate zone in radiant heat exchange re 
lation with a mass of the low heat content fuel. The CW 
heat value fuel is partially heated by radiant heat and is 
further heated by intimate mixing with the hot gaseous 
products of combustion from the high heat value fuel. 
The low heat value fuel burns when the temperature 
thereof attains the ignition temperature depending upon 
the composition of the fuel and the availability of oxygen. 
The mixing of the hot gases also mixes free oxygen with 
the combustibles for complete combustion. 

In the present invention an upright cylindrical furnace 
of refractory material is provided with a plurality of 
vertically spaced, horizontally arranged rows of burners 
for the admission of a high heat value fuel to the furnace. 
Each row of burners is arranged with the burners cir 
cumferentially equaily spaced about the furnace to dis 
charge streams of fuel and air thereto in a horizontal di 
rection radial or non-radial with respect to the vertical 
axis of the furnace. Rows of ports are also provided in 
the wall of the furnace for the admission of the low heat 
content fuel. Each row of ports is disposed horizontally 
of the furnace and vertically spaced below an adjacent 
row of high heat content fuel burners. The ports in each 
row are horizontally spaced between the vertical positions 
of the upwardly adjacent burners so as to form a stag 
gered relationship between the position of the burners 
and ports in the furnace wall. The low heat value fuel 
is introduced into the furnace in a horizontal direction 
non-radial with respect to the axis of the furnace. Both 
fuels follow a helical direction of movement through the 
furnace, resulting in intimate mixing between the gases 
of combustion and the different fuel streams. The hot 
products of combustion from both fuels discharge in an 
upward direction from the cylindrical furnace into a 
vapor generator for the production of vapor and con 
version of the heat in the gases to a more useful form of 
energy. 
The various features of novelty which characterize my 

invention are pointed out with particularity in the claims 
annexed to and forming a part of this specification. For 
a better understanding of the invention, its operating ad 
vantages and specific objects attained by its use, reference 
should be had to the accompanying drawings and de 
scriptive matter in which I have illustrated and described 
an embodiment of my invention. 
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Of the drawings: 
FIG. 1 is an elevation of a furnace, in section, con 

structed in accordance with the present invention, as 
combined with a vapor generating unit; and 

FiG. 2 is a plan view of the apparatus taken on the 
line 2-2 of FIG. 1. 

in the illustrated embodiment of the invention, a low 
heat content gas formed during the regeneration of a 
catalyst used in a hydrocarbon cracking unit is burned 
in an upwardly elongated cylindrical furnace i8. The 
gas from the regenerator kiln is largely composed of a 
mixture of CO2, CO and N2 with a small amount of 
oxygen and water vapor, and with a small amount of 
hydrocarbon vapors. The CO and hydrocarbon can be 
burned to CO2 with the evolution of heat, and while the 
heat value of the gas per unit of weight is quite low, the 
gas is available in large volumes and the total available 
heat therein is well worth recovering for the generation 
of steam for power or process purposes. This gas can 
not be ignited and burned under self-sustaining combus 
tion conditions, but if maintained at a temperature of 
approximately 1500 F. it can be burned. As shown in 
the drawings, fuel oil is also burned in the cylindrical 
furnace to raise the temperature of the gas to an ignition 
and self-sustaining combustion temperature. As herein 
after described, the low heat gas and high heat fuel oil 
cr gas is separately introduced into the furnace and in 
a preferred manner for eficient release of the heat in 
both fuels. Thereafter the products of combustion are 
passed over a plurality of heat absorbing surfaces for 
the generation of steam. 

Referring to F.G. 1, the furnace 18 is of circular hori 
Zontal section having an upright cylindrical ceramic re 
fractory wall 2 which extends upwardly from a sub 
stantially flat bottorn 2 to a frusto-conical collar 13. 
The frusto-conical collar merges into a cylindrical wall 
34 of reduced diameter opening upwardly to the lower 
portion of an associated vapor generator 5. 
The vapor generator 15 is shown as being of the two 

drum type with the upper drum 26 connected with the 
lower drum i7 by vapor generating tubes which are ar 
ranged in a plurality of generally upright banks 20, 25. 
and 22. A chamber 23 is positioned forwardly of the 
tube bank 23 with the roof 24, front wail 25 and side 
walls 26 of the chamber provided with closely spaced 
vapor generating tubes connected into the circulatory sys 
tem of the vapor generator. The side wall tubes 27 are 
Substantially upright and are connected with upper and 
lower headers 36 and 33, respectively, while the roof and 
front wall tubes 32 connect at their upper ends with the 
drum E6 and at their lower ends with a horizontally dis 
posed header 33. A double row of screen tubes 34 are 
located between the chamber 23 and the tube bank 23 in 
the path of gas flow from the chamber 23 to the banks 
20, 2 and 22 of the vapor generator. The screen tubes 
are connected at their upper ends with the drum and 
their lower ends open to a transverse header 35. The 
bottom of the chamber 23 is open and fitted to the collar 
54 of the furnace {, so that the hot gaseous products 
of combustion generated in the furnace flow upwardly 
into the chamber 23, turn through an angle of 90° to 
pass through the tube banks 26, 21 and 22, and leave the 
vapor generator through a fue gas outlet 36 rearwardly 
of the tube bank 22. 
The low heat value gas from the catalyst regenerating 

kiln passes at a Superatmospheric pressure through a duct 
to the vicinity of the furnace G where the gas is divided 
to pass through a pair of ducts 4-2 (only one shown) to 
opposite sides of the furnace. Thereafter, the gas stream 
is again divided for substantially equal distribution to 
upright manifolds for delivery to the gas inlet ports posi 
tioned in the wall of the furnace. The gas delivered to 
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the duct System is supplied at a temperature of approxi 
mately 800-1000 F. and a pressure of approximately 2 
pounds per square inch gage (p.s.i.g.). Under these 
conditions, the ducts are lined with suitable heat insulat 
ing material. 
As shown particularly in FIG. 2, the duct 48 is dis 

posed horizontally at a level approximating the position 
of the collar 3, with one manifold 4 connected directly 
thereWith and a second manifold 42 connected with the 
duct 40 by a duct extension 43. The branch duct 44 on 
the opposite side of the furnace 19 (see F.G. 1) corre 
Sponds in general with the duct 43, and is connected with 
the upright manifold 45. In the embodiment shown, the 
four manifolds are equally spaced circumferentially of 
and equally radially spaced from the vertical axis of the 
furnace. Each manifold is provided with three vertically 
Spaced horizontally disposed off-take pipes 59 opening 
to the furnace through an individual port 5; in the fur. 
nace wall. Each off-take pipe 53 is provided with a 
damper 52 for individual regulation of gas flow to its 
connected port. 
As shown in FiG. 1, the gas ports 5: are disposed in 

rows of four in the wall is, with the rows A, B and C 
vertically spaced between the lower and the upper inter 
mediate portions of the furnace it. The off-take pipes 
50 of the port row C are shown in FIG. 2 wherein it 
will be noted each stream of low heat value gas pro 
jected through each port is directed horizontally with 
tangential and radial components of movement with re 
Spect to the vertical axis of the furnace. 
An extension of the axial centerline of each of the off 

take pipes 50 in each of the rows A, B and C is tangent 
to an imaginary circle located intermediate the vertical 
axis and the internal surface of the furnace wall. With 
the arrangement described, three vertically spaced hori 
Zontal Zones are formed in which the initially projected 
streams of gas rotate in a counterclockwise direction, 
When view from the upper end of the furnace C. 

Since the low heat value gas of the illustrated embodi 
ment of the invention has a heat value of the order of 
10 to 20 B.t.u. per cubic foot, it is necessary to provide a 
temperature of 1400-1500 F. for the ignition of the 
combustible constituents therein. The necessary furnace 
temperatures are attained by the combustion of a high 
heat value fuel, such as fuel oil. 
As shown, the fuel oil is introduced into the furnace 

through a plurality of fuel oil burners 53 which are ar 
ranged in vertically spaced rows D, E and F with four 
burners in each row. The burners are equally spaced 
circumferentially of the furnace in each row, with each 
fuel oil burner spaced between the individual gas inlet 
ports 5, and with each row of fuel oil burners spaced 
above an adjacent row of gas inlet ports. In the em 
bodiment of the invention there are 12 gas inlet ports 5. 
arranged in three rows of four ports in each row. An 
equal number of fuel oil burners 52 are provided, so 
that the vertical and horizontal arrangement of both 
ports and burners is staggered. 

Referring particularly to FIG. 2, the row F of oil 
burners is shown as arranged with an extension of each 
of the axial centerlines, lying in a horizontal plane and 
projecting inwardly of the furnace 3 to intersect an 
imaginary circle concentric with the vertical axis of the 
furnace. The direction of the entering fuel oil stream 
is such as to provide a counterclockwise direction of 
movement within the furnace, as viewed from the col 
lar 3. 
When burning the gas obtained from the regeneration 

of the catalyst used in a hydrocarbon conversion process, 
there may be sufficient oxygen in the gas to burn the CO 
to CO under suitable furnace temperature conditions. 
The combustion air for the fuel oil and any excess air 
required for combustion of CO gas is delivered to the 
furnace 1 with the fuel oil through air registers 54 asso 
ciated with each oil burner 53. A burner and air register 
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A. 
of this general type is disclosed in the C. E. Lucke Patent 
2,242,797. 
The combustion air for the fuel oil and the excess 

required for CC gas is supplied by a forced draft fan 
(not shown) which delivers the air at a Superatmospheric 
pressure to an air plenum chamber 55 positioned beneath 
the bottorn 2 of the furnace. The chamber is enclosed 
by Inetallic wallis 55 forning an octagonal outer Wall, 
with each fiat side surface of the octagonai chamber pro 
Vided With an air outlet 57 Which distribuites the com 
bustion air substantially uniformly beneath the bottom 
i2 of the furnace. Part of the structural Support from the 
bottoiia 32 of thie farinace includes radia steel web mem 
pers 53 which extend outwardly from the corners of the 
octagonai pleinum chamber waliis to the outer circum 
ference of the wall. ii. The web members have a flat 
upper edge and a lower edge which tapers toward the 
cutside of the furnace. Thus the combustion air passing 
through the outlets 57 of the chamber 55 is in communi 
cation with the entire lower Sirface of the furnace bot 
toin. So that air from each of the outlets 57 can pass to 
each of the air openings 63 leading to four vertically 
extending ducts 6 coininected with the three vertically 
aligned air registers 54. Two of the vertically extending 
air ducts are shown in FiG. 1, while the top of the ducts 
and the uppermost register 54 of two of the ducts is 
shown in section in FIG. 2. 
The oil burners 53 are shown as being of a well known 

mechanical atomizing type, although it will bë understood 
steam atomizing oil burners can be utilized, if desired. 
it will further be understood that other high heat value 
fuels, such as natural gas or the like can be substituted 
for the fue oil shown and described. 

Jin the operation of the apparatus described, the fuel 
oil is burned with low excess air in Zenes which are each 
upwardly adjacent a zone of CO gas introduction. While 
the gases in each of the Zones inningle to some extent in 
mediately after introduction of the fuel into the furnace, 
the fuel oil does not mingle with the CO gas to any ap 
preciable extent until the fuel oil combustion is substan 
tially complete. This is accomplished by the use of high 
velocities in the initial introduction of the CO gas to the 
furnace, such as for example, velocities in excess of 
10,000 feet per minute. Correspondingly, the fuel oil is 
finely atomized and intimately mixed with combustion 
air to attain quick combustion. The combustion of the 
fuel oil heats the CO gas by radiation and by convection 
as the combined gases are intimately mixed in their Swirl 
ing upward movement toward the collar 4. The restric 
tion imposed by the frusto-conical member 13 further 
causes an increased mixing of the mingled gases so that 
the combustibies remaining in the gases are finally con 
sumed in the chamber 23. Norfinally, any combustion 
cccurring in the chamber 23 will be minor. 
The products of combustion will be at a temperature 

sufficient to generate steam in passing through the cham 
ber 23 and the banks 26, 2 and 22 of the vapor gener 
ator. Even though the heat content of the gas obtained 
in the regeneration of a catalyst is low, per unit of gas 
weight, the B.t.u. content in the gas can be effectively 
utilized in the generation of steam in accordance with 
the present invention. 

While in accordance with the provisions of the statutes 
I have illustrated and described herein a preferred em 
bodiment of the invention, those skilled in the art will 
understand that changes may be made in the method of 
operation and form of the apparatus disclosed without 
departing from the spirit of the invention covered by my 
claims, and that certain features of the invention may 
sometimes be used to advantage without a corresponding 
use of other features. 
What is claimed is: 
1. The method of burning a low heat content gaseous 

fuel incapable of self-sustaining combustion in a vertically 
elongated cylindrical combustion zone which comprises 
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introducing a plurality of streams of high heat value 
fluent fuel and combustion air into said combustion zone 
in vertically spaced substantially horizontal planes nor 
mal to the axis of Said combustion zone, igniting and 
burning Said fluent fuel to heat said combustion zone to 
a temperature in excess of the ignition temperature of 
Said gaseous fuel, simultaneously introducing streams of 
Said low heat content gaseous fuel having a high sensible 
heat into said combustion zone in a direction normal to 
the axis of said zone and spaced axially between said 
planes of said introduced streams of high heat value 
fuel, igniting and burning said gaseous fuel in said con 
bustion Zone and regulating the annount of combustion 
air introduced with said high heat value fluent fuel to 
meet the air requirements for the combustion of said 
low heat content gaseous fuel. 

2. The method of burning a low heat content gaseous 
fuel incapable of self-sustaining combustion in a verti 
cally elongated cylindrical combustion zone which com 
prises introducing a plurality of circumferentially equally 
spaced streams of high heat value fuel and combustion 
air into said combustion zone in a common plane and 
tangent to a circle coaxial with the vertical axis of said 
combustion Zone, Simultaneously introducing streams of 
said low heat content gaseous fuel having a high sensible 
eat into said combustion zone in a plane parallel to the 

plane cf introduction of said high heat value fuel and 
spaced therefrom, staggering the introduced streams of 
high heat value fuel with respect to said streams of low 
heat content fuel, igniting and at least partially burning 
the high heat value fuel before said fuel streams mix in 
said combustion zone to heat said combustion zone above 
the ignition temperature of said low heat content fuel, 
and regulating the amount of combusticn air introduced 
with said high heat value fluent fuel to meet the air re 
quirements for the combustion of both said high heat 
waiue and low heat content fuels. 

3. Apparatus for burning low concentrations of carbon 
monoxide in large volumes of high velocity waste fue 
gases which comprises a vertically positioned circularly 
shaped combustion chamber, a plurality of means Sym 
metrically disposed in each of a plurality of levels about 
said combustion chamber for injecting tangentially into 
said combustion chamber carbon monoxide in high veloc 
ity waste flue gases, means for supplying a forced draft to 
said combustion chamber to insure vertical movement of 
gases in said chamber, a plurality of means symmetrically 
disposed in each of a plurality of levels about said cham 
ber for burning an auxiliary fuel and projecting the burn 
ing fuel into the combustion chamber substantially trans 
versely to the horizontal path of injection of fue gases to 
said chamber, each of the plurality of levels of the aux 
iliary fuel injecting means being located immediately 
above each of the plurality of levels of the means provided 
for injecting fue gas, means to Supply fue gases to the 
file gas injecting means, means to supply fuel to the aux 
iliary fuel injecting means, means to supply air to the 
burner means and means to conduct gas from said com 
bustion chamber to a heat recovery system. 

4. A method for the recovery of heat of combustion of 
carbon monoxide which is present in low concentrations 
in large volumes of substantially inert high velocity waste 
fue gases which comprises burninga fue in the presence 
of an excess of air and projecting the resulting flaming 
fuel and excess air substantially horizontally across a ver 
tically disposed circularly shaped combustion zone at a 
plurality of points disposed in a plurality of levels about 
said Zone, tangentially passing a high velocity waste fue 
gas containing a low concentration of carbon monoxide 
substantially horizontally into the combustion zone and 
substantially transverse to the direction of flame projec 
tion at a plurality of points circumferentially disposed 
about said combustion Zone in a plurality of vertically dis 
posed levels, each of said levels for tangentially passing 
flue gas into said zone being immediately below each of 
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6 
the levels where flaming fuel passes into the zone, and 
raising the temperature of the flue gases to above about 
1400° F. by passing the fue gases upwardly into direct 
contact with the flaming fuel whereby the carbon monox 
ide content of the flue gases spontaneously combines with 
the oxygen in the excess air to form carbon dioxide and 
release its heat of combustion and further raise the tem 
perature of the gases, and passing the gases to a heat re 
covery system. . 

5. Apparatus for burning low concentrations of carbon 
monoxide in large volumes of high velocity waste flue 
gases which comprises a vertically positioned circularly 
shaped combustion chamber, a plurality of means sym 
metrically disposed in the same level about said combus 
tion chamber for injecting tangentially into said combus 
tion chamber carbon monoxide in high velocity waste flue 
gases, a plurality of means symmetrically disposed in the 
same level about said chamber for burning an auxiliary 
fuel and projecting the burning fuel into the combustion 
chamber Substantially transversely to the horizontal path 
of injection of fue gases to said chamber, the level of the 
auxiliary fuel injecting means being located immediately 
above the level of the means provided for injecting fue 
gas, means to Supply flue gases to the flue gas injecting 
means, means to supply fuel to the auxiliary fuel injecting 
means, means to supply air to the burner means and 
means to conduct gas from said combustion chamber to a 
heat recovery system. 

6. A method for the recovery of heat of combustion of 
carbon monoxide which is present in low concentrations in 
large volumes of substantially inert high velocity waste 
fue gases whichi comprises burning a fuel in the presence 
of an excess of air and projecting the resulting flaming 
fuel and excess air substantially horizontally across a ver 
tically disposed circularly shaped combustion zone at a 
plurality of points disposed in the same level about said 
Zone, tangentially passing a high velocity waste flue gas 
containing a low concentration of carbon monoxide sub 
stantially horizontally into the combustion zone and sub 
stantially transverse to the direction of flame projection 
at a plurality of points circumferentially disposed about 
said combustion Zone in the same level, said level for tan 
gentially passing flute gas into said zone being immediately 
elow the level where flaming fuel passes into the zone, 

and raising the temperature of the flue gases to above 
about 1400° F. by passing the fue gases upwardly into 
direct contact with the flaming fuel whereby the carbon 
monoxide content of the flue gases spontaneously com 
bines with the oxygen in the excess air to form carbon di 
oxide and release its heat of combustion and further 
raise the temperature of the gases, and passing the gases 
to a heat recovery system. 

7. Apparatus for burning low concentrations of carbon 
monoxide in large volumes of high velocity waste flue 
gases which comprises a vertically positioned circularly 
shaped combustion chamber, a plurality of means sym 
metrically disposed in each of a plurality of levels about 
said combustion chamber for injecting tangentially into 
said combustion chamber carbon monoxide in high veloc 
ity waste flue gases, a plurality of means symmetrically 
disposed in the same level about said chamber for burning 
an auxiliary fuel and projecting the burning fuel into the 
combustion chamber substantially transversely to the hori 
zontal path of injection of fue gases to said chamber, the 
level of the auxiliary fuel injecting means being located 
between said plurality of levels of the means provided for 
injecting fue gas, means to supply fue gases to the fue gas 
injecting means, means to supply fuel to the auxiliary fuel 
injecting means, means to Supply air to the burner means 
and means to conduct gas from said combustion chamber 
to a heat recovery system. 

8. A method for the recovery of heat of combustion 
of carbon monoxide which is present in low concentra 
tions in large volumes of substantially inert high velocity 
Waste fue gases which comprises burning a fuel in the 
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presence of an excess cf air and projecting the resulting 
flaming fuel and excess air substantially horizontally across 
a vertically disposed circularly shaped combustion zone 
at a plurality of points disposed in the same level about 
said Zone, tangentially passing a high velocity waste 
flue gas containing a low concentration of carbon 
monoxide substantially horizontally into the combustion 
Zone and substantially transverse to the direction of flame 
projection at a plurality of points circumferentially dis 
posed about said combustion zone in a plurality of verti 
cally disposed levels, said levels for tangentially passing 
fue gas into said Zone being immediately above and 
below respectively the level where fiaming fuel passes 
into the Zone, and raising the temperature of the flue 
gases to above about 1400° F. by-passing the fue gases 
into direct contact with the flaming fuel whereby the 
carbon monoxide content of the flue gases spontaneously 
combines with the oxygen in the excess air to form carbon 
dioxide and release its heat of combustion and further 
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